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MARKET INDICATORS 
As of April 23, 2015 

Index/ Bond 
Index 

Level/Yield 
DoD 

Change 
DoD % 
Change 

PSEi 7,859.04 26.01 0.33% 

Dow Jones 18,058.69 20.42 0.11% 

S&P 500 2,112.93 4.97 0.24% 

NASDAQ 5,056.06 20.89 0.41% 

MSCI Asia ex-Japan 636.84 1.57 0.25% 

MSCI Emerging Market 1,053.91 6.30 0.60% 

5 Yr FXTN 3.20 4 bp  

10 Yr US Treasury 1.97 -1 bp  

USD/PHP 44.30 -7.05   

Source: Bloomberg 

 
 

NEWS IN THE PHILIPPINES 
 
Economic view remains positive on strong demand, Port shipping charges remain 
high 

 Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP): Philippine economic growth prospects remain rosy 
given healthy demand and supply conditions, monetary authorities noted during their 
policy meeting last month. Expectations for domestic activity remain strong due to “solid 
private demand, adequate domestic liquidity, and buoyant business sentiment. Higher 
public spending is also expected to support economic activity.” On the demand side, Bangko 
Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP) cited its first-quarter Business Expectations Survey, which 
showed “positive confidence” in the first half of 2015. On the supply side, the Monetary 
Board noted the reduction in retail prices of rice last February “partly due to the 
completion of the main harvest season.” 

 Filipino-Chinese Chamber of Commerce and Industry: The Senate trade and commerce 
committee heard testimony yesterday that goods transport costs remain high even after the 
easing of congestion at Manila’s ports. Executive director Melesa Chua said that shippers 
continue to charge an overall fee of between $900 and $1,500 per container, little changed 
from the peak months of port congestion. She noted that the cost remains high because 
shippers have tacked on additional charges, even though the actual shipping fee has 
dropped. Senator Paolo Benigno A. Aquino IV said that the situation is unacceptable but 
noted that a price reduction may have a natural lag since “it’s only been a few weeks” since 
the port authority declared that port congestion has been resolved. 

 
 

Local Bond Market  

http://www.atram.com.ph/


 The yield of the benchmark 5-year bond went up by 4  bps to close at 3.20%. 
 The yields of bonds mostly fell yesterday with the 3yr and 4yr falling by around 50bps. 

Others remain little changed. 
 
 
Philippine Stocks  

 Local shares rode on a technical rebound yesterday to snap out of a four-day slump, as 
investors picked up oversold stocks with the overnight ascent in Wall Street lending a 
positive spin to trades. The bellwether Philippine Stock Exchange index (PSEi) closed at 
7,859.04, up by 26.01 points or 0.33% from Wednesday’s finish. 

 

Philippine Peso  

 The Peso slightly weakened against the dollar yesterday. The Peso closed at 44.30 against the 

greenback with the range of 44.32 and high of 44.24 versus previous close of 44.225. 

 

 

NEWS AROUND THE WORLD 
 
US Unemployment Claims Higher, UK Retail Sales fell in March, German Flash PMI fell 

 US Unemployment Claims, which is the number of individuals who filed for unemployment 
insurance for the first time during the past week, increased to 295K versus forecast of 288K 
and previous week’s 294k. 

 UK Retail Sales unexpectedly fell in March and the government undershot its borrowing 
forecasts in the latest fiscal year, providing a mixed set of data as parties spar over the 
economy in the run-up to the general election. Data came out at -0.5% versus forecast of 0.4% 
and previous month’s 0.6%. 

 German Flash Manufacturing PMI fell to 51.9 compared to forecast of 53.1 and previous 
month’s 52.8. The weaker increase in activity reflected slower growth at both manufacturers 
and service providers. Some companies attributed this to a weaker rise in new orders and 
increased prices. 

 

US Stock Market  

 U.S. stocks posted records on Thursday on the back of relatively modest gains, which saw 
the Nasdaq Composite close at its highest level ever as the S&P 500 flirted with a record 
close. Nasdaq Composite end up 20.89 points, or 0.41%, at 5,056.06, surpassing a 15-year 
closing high set March 10, 2000 during the dot-com boom. The S&P 500  ended 4.97 points, 
or 0.24%, higher at 2,112.93, retreating from an intraday record of 2,120.52 set on 
Thursday, while the Dow Jones Industrial Average  added a relatively mundane 20.42 
points, or 0.11%, to close higher at 18,058.69. 

 
 

Asian Stocks  

 Asian stocks mostly advanced on Thursday, with Seoul bourse ending at multi-year high, 
despite a private survey showing China's manufacturing activity at a one-year low. The 
MSCI Asia-Ex Japan Index rose 0.25% or 1.57 points to close at 636.84. 

 
Emerging Markets  



 Emerging-market stocks rose for a third day as Taiwan’s shares surged the most since 2013 
amid speculation officials will broaden access to China’s capital markets. The MSCI 

Emerging Markets Index rose 0.60% or 6.30 points to close at 1053.91. 
 
Sources: Bloomberg, Briefing.com, Business World, CNN, Inquirer, PhilStar, Reuters, WSJ 
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